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Experienced 
lawyers

Success 
or fixed fee

Local Support Simple... 
to do business with

Do you have any Road Transport fines? Let us help you to recover the money!

Our European partner network of native and experienced lawyers can help you with transport-
related fines like:  Excess of driving time - Tachograph discrepancies - Vehicle technical defects - 
Missing documentation - Weight excess…and much more.
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Sign up
Send an email to support@move-expert.com           
and sign up for the service

Success or fixed fee
Based on the nature of each fine we agree on 
commission model.

Send us your fines
Send us  all fines received.

Each fine will be analyzed and advise and conclusion 

4 Decision
Once we hear back from the authorities or court we 
inform you. If positive decision, you get your money 
back!

LEGAL ASSISTANCE
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Where can we help you?

BELGIUM | FRANCE | GERMANY | SPAIN | ITALY | PORTUGAL | DENMARK |

UNITED KINGDOM | CZECH REPUBLIC | AUSTRIA | SWITZERLAND | HUNGARY | POLAND

Easy and quick service activation

Success fee

Conclusion feedback

All we need is a signature and a copy of your fines.

Your case will be worked on by our lawyers when your 

fines have been received.

As soon as your documents are received we take care 

of the follow-up in court.

You only pay a fee if we succed to get your money back

We prepare a conclusion feedback for you,
once the final decision is made by the countries’ 
authorities.
During the process, we stay available with appropiate
information whenever needed.


